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"4R: PSALM 23 FOR TODAY (#2): WHO'S YOUR LEADER?" 

 (Psalm 23:2b-3, NRSV) 
© 2022 Rev. Dr. Brian E. Germano 

[Cornerstone U.M.C.; 8-21-22] 
 --I-- 

1. [11am ONLY] Read Text: Psalm 23:2b-3 (NRSV) and Pray. 

2. In the days before GPS, a Christian mother once decided to take her children to a skating 
 party in a nearby town, but got lost along the way.  Finally, she pulled over to the side of 
 the road and suggested they all pray and ask God to help them find the rink. Sure enough, 
 shortly after the prayer, they found the rink, even though they were late.  
  Noticing how prayer seemed to work, the next time they got in the car to go 
 somewhere new, her 5-year-old son said, "Mom, let's pray now and save time!"  1

A--Well, what do you do when you need guidance and direction about something in your  
      life? ...about a job? a relationship? a move? or something else? 

B--Do you "drive around town" haphazardly (so to speak)?  

C--OR... do you take time to stop, pray, and ask God -- the "Shepherd" of our lives --  
      where He wants to lead/guide you? 

3. Last week we began a series in which we're unpacking four spiritual practices (all    
beginning with the letter "R") found in a phrase-by-phrase study of Psalm 23, and how 
this well-known and well-loved chapter of the Bible can help us to discover, claim, and 
live in the peace and fulfillment that God desires for each of us in our crazy, hectic lives. 

 A--[9am ONLY... Today our text is found in the words of Verses 2b-3. Listen to them: 
        "...He leads me beside still waters; he restores my soul. He leads me in right paths 
        for his name’s sake"] 

B--[BOTH SERVICES] In this/today's scripture reading (Vss. 2b-3), we have a great 
     description of HOW God desires to lead and guide us, and that when allow Him to so, 
     He RESTORES our joy, energy, hope, and confidence to face life (that’s today's "R").   

C-Let's talk about how we find this in each phrase of today's text: 

 --II-- 

4. We begin with the obvious one... "HE LEADS ME..." 

A--First, I want us to notice how a good shepherd guides: ...they "lead" their flock, 
      rather than "driving" them -- that is, they walk out in front and ahead of their flock, 
      showing them the way, and the sheep follow willingly, fanning out behind. 
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 1--Too often today, instead of allowing God to lead us as a shepherd, many of 
      us view God as an oppressive goat-herder who drives us to do the right thing 
      (and if we don't, He'll "get us," or send us to hell!) 

2--And the result of this is a view of God (and of faith) in which we serve and do 
     the right things NOT because we necessarily want to, but because we fear the  
     consequences of not doing them! 

B--So, how is that YOU follow God?  ...Willingly, with God as your "shepherd" who 
      leads you? ...or begrudgingly, with God as a "goat-herder" who drives you?  

5. The verse goes on, of course, to give specifics about God's leadership -- it says that "he 
 leads [us]... BESIDE THE STILL WATERS."  2

A--Now this phrase by itself is puzzling, because "still waters" usually implies water 
     that's stagnant and unmoving, so which therefore is polluted and undrinkable. 

1--But the Hebrew the word "still"  does NOT actually mean "unmoving" 3

    but merely "peaceful, quiet, comfortable", and so this phrase came to refer to 
    water found either in wells and cisterns in the arid countryside, OR to slow- 
    moving streams/creeks where sheep could drink, safe from the power of a 
    rushing river-current that might wash them downstream. 

2--Yet, when WE try to lead ourselves, "still waters" is NOT where we end up! 

B--Let me illustrate: A tourist visiting the countryside once noticed a sheep poke its 
     head through a wire fence to nibble a plant on the other side, only to find itself stuck 
     in the wire.  But rather than back away gently, the sheep panicked & began to plunge 
     and buck wildly back and forth.  And by the time help could reach it, the sheep was 
     hopelessly tangled in the fence wire, which had to be cut just to get the sheep out. 

C--In many ways, you and I are often just like that sheep: we see something on the other 
      side of the "fence" of life, and we reach out to "nibble" on it, thinking that we can  
      manage its consequences all by ourselves. 

1--But before we know it, we find ourselves hopelessly tangled in a mess that 
     only God (our Good Shepherd) can "cut" us out of. 

2--So, instead of trying to lead yourself and (like that sheep) making things worse, 
     are you letting God lead you "beside still waters" (e.g., to places of safety where 
     you don't get tangled up or "washed away" by the rushing torrent of life)? 

6. The next phrase (the first part of Verse 3), is intricately tied to the one before it: 
 "HE RESTORES MY SOUL." 
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A--In Hebrew, the word we translate as "Restore" means "to put back into a former state; 
      to return to a starting point; to bring back home again; to repair or renew."  4

 1--And that's what a good shepherd does for his/her sheep:  where the sheep were 
      once hungry, weak & tired, now (through the provision and guidance of the 
      shepherd) they are invigorated with new life to face the struggles of the day. 

2--Their "soul" is restored -- their very being, if you will, is made whole again. 

B--Well, that's exactly what God's guidance & leadership does for US in our lives, too! 

1--For my family and I, this refreshment often takes the form of a vacation to 
     the beach or mountains, a visit to a Braves game, to the enjoyment of a hobby 
     like sports, music, or (more recently for me, at least) when I'm outside being 
     amazed at the night sky looking through my telescope. 

2--But whatever wholesome relaxation looks like for you, when you and I truly 
     allow God to guide us, then (if we take them) along the way He'll always 
     provide opportunities for our soul and being to be renewed and restored.   5

3--In fact, let me suggest this: God will never lead us to do something that does 
     not also include opportunities for our soul to be refreshed in the process -- 
     all we have to do is to be open to the forms of restoration He leads us to take. 
     (And if it doesn't include these, then maybe it’s not God leading us to do it!) 

7. Verse 3 also says that the Lord "LEADS ME IN RIGHT PATHS..."which is the better  
 translation for the Hebrew phrase more popularly rendered as "paths of righteousness."   6

A--In other words, a good shepherd always guides his/her sheep along paths which (on  
     the one hand) lead TO places of nourishment, drink, and rest, ...and which (on the  
     other hand) AVOIDS places of potential danger and harm. 

 1--Now, this isn't an easy task (today or back then), because what would happen  
     is that the night shadows would gather quickly in the ravines and mountain  
     passes, and sheep could then easily get lost or fall over the edge, or be attacked  
     by wild animals or thieves laying in wait in the dark, hidden places. 

2--So, in order to safely guide sheep, a good shepherd had to know both the right 
     paths (i.e., the safe ones) to walk in, AND the dangerous paths to avoid, too. 

C--Thankfully, today we follow a Shepherd (God) who knows the "right paths" for 
     our lives -- He knows which ones are safe, and which ones aren't; which ones will 
     lead to blessing and fulfillment, and the ones that'll only lead to heartache and pain. 
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 1--And if we'll let GOD lead us (rather than trying to lead ourselves), then He'll 
      guide us along paths of safety and provision -- paths which (to us as sheep) 
      may not always make sense at the time, but that we trust are correct because 
      we follow a Shepherd who knows the "right paths" for our lives.  7

 2--I can think of many times in my own life where God seemed to lead me down 
     "paths" that didn't make sense to me at the time, but looking back I can see that 
      these were, indeed, God's "right paths", and for me to have done anything 
      different would have meant taking paths that turned out to be dangerous. 

 3--And how (you may ask) did I know they were God's "paths" for me in the first 
      place? Well, the best way I've found to discern God's will and direction is to 
       look for the paths that keep appearing over & over -- if God wants us to do a 
      certain thing, I've learned that He'll keep repeating His invitation through 
      people, circumstances, and biblical insight. 

8. There’s one final phrase I want us to notice today: "...FOR HIS NAME'S SAKE." 

A--Many of you already know that in ancient times, a name was more than simply a way 
      to identify someone.  No, it also conveyed the essence/character of a person. 

B--So, for the Psalmist to say that God "leads" & guides us "for his name's sake" simply 
      means that God does these things because it's His very nature and character to do so! 

C--As one author put it, "God's love & care are wholly in keeping with his character."  8

 --III-- 

9. In other words, God "leads [us] beside still waters,... restores [our] souls... and leads  
 [us] in right paths" precisely because that kind of care and leadership and guidance  
 describes exactly WHO God IS! 

A--God is love.  And whatever God allows, and wherever God leads, we must trust that  
      He does so because He loves and wants the best for us as the "sheep" of His pasture. 

B--So instead of trying to lead yourself, are you trusting God -- the "Good Shepherd" -- 
     to be your LEADER and GUIDE in life? 

C--Because when you & I do that, His leadership & guidance can RESTORE our souls. 

10. [PRAY: "O God, too often we try to lead ourselves and end up in a tangled mess.  Forgive us for 
our selfishness and willfulness in trying to go our own way.  Instead, Lord, help us to look to you, 
our 'Good Shepherd,' to lead and guide us in all decisions and directions we need to make in our 
lives. Whether it be concerning our families, our marriages, our relationships, our jobs or 
careers, our financial situations, our spiritual lives, or any other area, "lead us in right paths..." 
for the sake of your good character and name.  We trust in you to guide us.  In Jesus' name, 
Amen." ] 
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11. [Suggested closing 11am Hymn: UMH#128 "He Leadeth Me, O Blessed Thought"] 

ENDNOTES: 

  Pegi Tehan (Dayton, OH), cited in the article "Heart to Heart," Today's Christian Woman magazine.1

  There are three essentials that any good shepherd must provide for their sheep: food; drink; and rest.  In 2

the first sermon in this series we discussed the food and rest, which are implied in the phrase "green 
pastures."  The drink, however, is implied in today's passage by the phrase "still waters."

 Hebrew term "menuha" (Strong's Dictionary of the Bible, Hebrew term #h4496), "peaceful, 3

comfortable, easy, quiet, a place of rest."

 Hebrew term "sub" (Strong's Dictionary of the Bible, Hebrew term #h7725).4

 If you've not been experiencing these feelings of restoration and refreshment lately, then perhaps you 5

need  to reevaluate whether or not you're actually letting God lead you!

  If we think about it,"paths of righteousness" (the phrase rendered in the KJV) have no meaning for 6

sheep, as paths themselves are neither "righteous" or "unrighteous" -- they're just "paths."  That's why the 
better way to translate this original Hebrew phrase into English is what we find in the NRSV version: "he 
leads me in right paths."

  Isaiah 55:8 reminds us that "God's thoughts are not our thoughts, and God's ways are not our ways."3--7

After all, it's been said that "the hand of God will never lead you where the grace of God cannot keep 
you" [Heard on the radio, spoken by Rev. Michael Yosef, Pastor of "Church of the Apostles" (Episcopal), 
Atlanta].

  Bible commentator David Alexander.8


